
(back)
D. 

No matter where you travel or when you get there, this collection is perfect for the trip.  It also 
likes to stay home…on the ready…for day or nighttime casual wear.  Our customers love it and 
are always waiting to see what the new season will have to offer.  92% Rayon 8% Spandex, 
machine wash cool separately, cool dry cycle or lay flat to dry.  Pebble Solid, Pebble/Sand Stripe, 
Pebble/Sand Dot, Sky Solid, Sky/White Stripe, Sky/White Dot, Black/White Dot, Black/White
Stripe, Black, White.  Available for delivery January 30th in combinations ONLY as described 
below.  xs, s, m, l, xl

2020
- Made in the U.S.A...on purpose -  
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Travelknit Spring/Summer 

B. DOWNTOWN TEE
TKS20-DT…….$56
We love this stunning tee.  Those of you who 
like 3/4 length push up sleeves will love it too.  
MIXED AND MATCHED AS SHOWN OR SOLID

A. BOAT NECK TEE
TKS20-BN……$49
This is a simple, elegant tee.  The right 
side has a fun, “off-sides” addition that adds 
to the ever-so-cool look. DOTS, STRIPES AND 
SOLIDS

A. B.

C. SWINGIN’ SCOOP-NECK
TKS20-SS…….$53
A graceful scooped neck, ¾ length sleeve, 
a slim body fit and a wonderful swingy shape 
all make this be the most fun tee shirt around. 
DOTS, STRIPES AND SOLIDS

D. V-NECK SHELL
TKS20-VS…….$46
The vee is the perfect vee shape. The 
little pocket on the back and the mixed 
and matched dots/ stripes work like a 
charm. MIXED AND MATCHED AS SHOWN

C. 

Pebble
Solid

Black WhitePebble/Sand 
Stripe

Pebble/Sand 
Dot

Sky
Solid

Sky/White
Stripe

Sky/White 
Dot

Black/White
Stripe

Black/White 
Dot



H.

2020
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Travelknit Spring/Summer 

F. LILY LISBON DRESS
TKS20-LL…….$82
Our hip summer dress is back again in new 
DOTS and SOLIDS. Light weight, flowy and 
fun!  It’s square neck, inseam side pockets 
and handkerchief hem add to the carefree 
look.

E. SPIRAL DRESS
TKS20-SP…….$64
You’re going to be wishing for warm weather 
just so you can wear this charming sleeveless 
dress.  MIXED AND MATCHED AS SHOWN

p.2

G.

G. CAP SLEEVE TEE
TKS20-CS…….$44
A basic tee that should be hanging
in every closet.  It has a flattering 
neck, loose cap sleeve and a gently 
curved hemline. 
DOTS, STRIPES AND SOLIDS

H. PALAZZO PANT
TKS20-PL…….$59
It’s hard to beat stylish AND comfy! 
This 35” long pant (outseam) has a 
soft yoga styled waistband and two 
perfect pockets.  You won’t want to 
take these off. SOLID ONLY

I.

I. COMFY CROP
TKS20-CC…….$51
It’s everyone’s favorite
everyday-super cool,
ever-so-comfy cropped
summer pant with a 36”
outseam, yoga styled
waistband. SOLID ONLY

 800.657.8158F.H. Clothing Co.

E. F.
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N.M.

M. SPANTALOON
TKB-SN…….$56
An “all-in-one” skirt/legging 
that seriously looks great on 
everyone.  If it’s not jeans 
we’re wearing, it’s 
SPANTALOONS!!   
BLACK ONLY

N. PENCIL PANT
TKB-PP…….$49
Try our slim fitting, flattering Pencil 
Pant. It’s staight and narrow with a 
15” ankle opening and a 41” outseam.  
SOLID ONLY

L.

L. SASSY SPANTALOON
TKS20-SSN…….$58
And now we have this...
a new flirty version of the
Spantaloon!  BLACK ONLY

 800.657.8158F.H. Clothing Co.

K.

K. TUNIC TANK
TKS20-TU…….$44
Just like the cap sleeve tee, this 
is a regular in our spring/summer 
line up. This year we’ve lowered the 
neck a tiny bit and shortened the 
body one inch.  Perfection!
DOTS, STRIPES AND SOLIDS

J. THE WRAP
TKS20-TW…….$53
We listened to your requests, so here it 
is: a vee neck with a slim, closer-to-the-
body look.  The sleeves push up and the 
wrap is soft and gentle.
BLACK AND WHITE ONLY

J.
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February and most of March we’re usually under several feet of snow here in the middle of 
Vermont.  Temperatures are hovering around 10-15 degrees and suddenly, like an unspoken
whisper we fall into daydreams of spring.  Then, just in the nick of time we start deliveries 
on these wonderful spring tops.  Available in Black, Soft Sage with Black Dots or Citron with 
Black Dots.  This spring collection is light-hearted, incredibly comfy and it’s perfect for whatever 
weather comes your way.  The bi-stretch dotted jacquard comes to us from Turkey and is 
available for delivery starting February 28th in 69% Cotton, 28% Poly, 3% Spandex.  Machine 
wash cold, hang to dry.  S, M, L, XL.

Sage w/
Black Dots

A. PULLMAN JACKET
SN20-PJ….$71
Two upper buttons hold this a-line shaped, mandarin 
collared jacket together. The side slits are angled to give 
it a bigger personality and the back is longer on the sides 
than in the center.  It can be dressed up with a silk cami 
underneath or dressed down over a cotton tee shirt. 
(center back 28”)

C. CITY VEST
SN20-CV…….$72
Long and lean…high collar for pizzazz, 
shirt tails & side slits for style and big 
pockets for stuff…this vest couldn’t be 
cooler!! (center back 31”)

D. TRAVELIN’ JACKET
SN20-TJ…….$74
It’s a great looking vee neck jacket with a
reverse, slightly vee-ed front hemline and
two pockets in the front seam.  The back
is slightly longer than the front.

SWATCHES
(colors are approximate)

B. UPTOWN CROP JACKET
SN20-UT…….$71
Short, cropped and sassy….that’s why I 
love it.  The back is longer than the front with 
two little slits.  The neckline and collar are 
unique and stylish.  It closes with a 19” black 
zipper up the front. (center back 24”)

A.

C.

B.

D.

Citron w/
Black Dots

Black



F. TMF (Too Much Fun top)
SN20-TMF…...$72
Fun! Fun! Fun!  It’s an arty-styled, 
pullover with a BIG a-lined shape body 
and one welt pocket on the left front.

G. 3 Button Shell
SN20-TB….$44
We make this shell every spring and summer 
in all different kinds of fabric.It’s a store favorite 
because it looks so good and fits so well.  The 
three button back placket just adds to the style. 

F.

Summer 2020 Summer Nights  
- Made in the U.S.A...on purpose -  

 800.657.8158F.H. Clothing Co.
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E. LILY LISBON DRESS
SN20-LL…….$82 
It’s always fun to have one very hip summer dress.  
This one makes us smile “out loud” when we put it 
on.  The square neck flatters every body, the long 
a-line shape makes it comfortable on everyone…
and the handkerchief hem and pockets make it 
perfect to wear anywhere! (center back 43”)

G.

(back)

E.

Sage w/
Black Dots

SWATCHES
(colors are approximate)

Citron w/
Black Dots

Black
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I. FOREVER PANT
SN20-FP…….$71
This pant in THIS fabric is surely the pant 
of the season.  It has an arty styled pant leg, 
flat front, elastic back, front zipper (but since 
the pant is stretchy, you don’t even have to 
unzip) side pockets and just wait til you try 
it on!! (35” outseam).  BLACK ONLY

H. MATADOR CROP
SN20-MC…….$60
A pull on, slim fitting, fun-loving summer 
pant!  The side slit is longer in the front 
(34”), shorter in the back (28”) and the 
pant leg is slightly flared.  BLACK ONLY

H. I.

Sage w/
Black Dots

SWATCHES
(colors are approximate)

Citron w/
Black Dots

Black
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This collection was named BEFORE it was designed & sewn and now I think “VAGUELY Vogue” might 
have been a complete misnomer!  It’s REALLY Vogue and it’s simply elegant to boot. The lightweight, 
slightly dressy fabric from the Netherlands is stone-washed in 90% viscose, 10% poly giving it an 
incredibly delicious, sueded hand.  The garments can be machine washed in a cool wash, hung to 
dry, iron low heat or dry clean. Delivery starting March 15th in Misty Morning (a dusty sage), Dusk 
(a dusty bluish purple), Sandstorm (a dusty Khaki), Sueded Black and White. S, M, L, XL

A. PULLMAN JACKET
VV20-PJ…….$79
It looks so simple when you just hold it up but 
once you put it on…love at first try!  It has a 
mandarin style collar, 5 buttons up the front and 
a flattering, slightly a-lined shaped body.

B. SUMMER SHELL
VV20-SH…….$52
Every year we make this, every year we love this…
the way it looks AND the way it fits.  It’s such a 
perfect sleeveless top that even if sleeveless isn’t 
your thing, this is the one that might change your mind!

C. GARDEN 
     PARTY DRESS
VV20-GP…….$99
Weddings, garden parties, an evening out…this 
could be YOUR dress.  It’s designed and layered 
in a way that gives it a sense of elegance. The 
fabric gives it a feeling of luxury.

D. SUMMER BLAZER
VV20-SB…….$89
If you ARE worried about bare arms then chose this 
easy Summer Blazer as the top to finish off your outfit.  
The collar stands up boldly and with great pizzazz and 
the hemline of the blazer follows the lines of the 
Garden Party Dress.

SWATCHES

A.

C. D.

B.

Sandstorm Dusk WhiteMisty
Morning

Sueded 
Black
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E.

G.
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E. DRESSED TO A TEE
VV20-DT…….$89 
My favorite top of all times…it’s the coolest looking 
shirt/overshirt/over a Spantaloon*/over jeans top/ 
we’ve made in a long time.  Funky, Flattering, Fun 
and Fabulous.

F. GALLOPING GAUCHO
VV20-GG…….$86
A comfy, 33 ½” (o.s) pull-on pant with a 1” elastic 
waist, two perfectly placed side pockets and some 
fun horizontal pleats at the bottom just for the heck 
of it.

G. CUFFED CROP
VV20-CC…….$69
This 35 ½” (o.s) pant is a beautiful pant 
with it’s smart fit, set-in waistband and front 
zipper.  The 1 ½” sewn down cuff at the bottom 
of the flared leg just adds to the whole look.

F.



100% cotton, 100% made in the usa, 100% fabulous in FOUR vibrant colors: Turquoise,  
Summer Sky, Lime, Dark Navy plus White and ready for a May 1st delivery just when you 
need it.  Machine wash cold separately, hang to dry, fluff in dryer. S,M,L,XL

(back)

B. DOWNTOWN TEE
PT20-DT…….$58
Coolest tee ever and back 
by popular demand.  We’ve used 
this ribbed fabric both horizontally 
and vertically to add dimension and 
interest.

2020  Spring

 800.657.8158F.H. Clothing Co.

Pin Tuck  
- Made in the U.S.A...on purpose -  

B.

A. SWINGIN’ SUMMER PULLOVER
PT20-SS…….$59
This is a fun-filled, arty-styled top with 
three quarter length sleeves and two big 
side pockets.  From the front to the back 
there’s a voguish dip and a big time swing. 

C. TuTu TEE
PT20-TU…….$58
Wear this with the Gaucho and you’re ready 
for the runway!  It’s a bold and great look.  
This scooped tee holds a unique tutu shape 
because of this wonderful fabric we’ve 
used to make it.

D. THREE BUTTON SHELL
PT20-TB…….$48
A best selling, sleeveless shell that’s so 
popular we can’t seem to make a collection 
without it.  It’s a great layering piece and it’s 
flattering enough to stand alone.

A.

C. D.

SWATCHES

Summer SkyLime Dark Navy Turquoise White



E.

F. ARTY CARDY
PT20-AC…….$65
The cardy is just as it says: arty, slightly oversized, 
a little long and clearly great looking on just about 
everybody…  AND THOSE POCKETS!!

2020  Spring
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Pin Tuck  
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G. GAUCHO
PT20-GG…….$61
Pair this crop pant with our wonderful Peplum 
Scooped Tee and you’ll be the talk of the town. 
 It’s a pull-on pant with a 1” elastic waist, narrow 
at the high hip and rounded as it goes down to the 
ankle (34”o.s) 

E. UPTOWN JACKET
PT20-UJ…….$63
This stylish, zip-up the front jacket sells like hot 
cakes.  It topped the list of what just about EVERY 
Pin Tuck customer bought last year.  We love the 
collar, the neckline and the shape of the body. 

H. MINOR PANT
PT20-MP…….$51
A simple pull on pant with a 3/8” elastic 
waistband, stovepipe shaped leg (35” o.s.)  
Easy peasy.

p.2

G. H.

F.



2020 Fall
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Crush  
- Made in the U.S.A...on purpose -  

B.

C.

D.

A.

SWATCHES

Carbon Carbon Silver
Shittake

Shittake

We were on the hunt for something crisp and new for fall and look what we found!  It’s whimsical, 
hip, fun AND comes in a two-toned fabric in either solid or in dot. The fabric comes in Carbon/ 
Shittake (in either solid or dot), and Grey/Silver (in either solid or dot).  The collection can easily 
be dressed-up or dressed-down. Wash this crushed fabric in a cool wash, roll up when wet, 
twist, set aside to dry, hand press and head out the door!  100% poly.  Available for delivery 
starting July 15th.  S,M,L, XL

A. FLOUNCY FLAIR
CR20-FL…….$66
Everyone loves this arty, swingy jacket 
with its vee-neck-cross-over-styled body 
and its attached flouncy flair.  Comes only 
as shown in Carbon/Shittake combo or
Grey/Silver combo.

B. UPTOWN JACKET
CR20-UJ…….$59
We make this jacket in several fabrics and it’s become 
one of the absolute favorites.  It’s a little more tailored 
than our usual jackets, and longer in the back then in 
the front. We love the neckline, the collar, the shape of 
the body and the black zip. Comes in Solid or Dot, 
please specify color.

C. RIDING JACKET
CR20-RJ…….$58
An elegantly long, slenderizing 
jacket with a stand up collar, one 
button closure and a curved 
peplum back with a kick pleat…
stunning!  Solid ONLY.

D. SHELL
CR20-SH…….$46
Our flattering-sleeveless-loved-by-all-
shell is back again in Solid or Dot.

Grey
Silver

Grey
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F. G.
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F. FOREVER PANT
CR20-FP…….$61
We love this, arty-styled pant, flat front, elastic 
back, front zipper (that you don’t have to unzip 
to get on) and great side pockets. Just wait til 
you try them on!  37”outseam.  SOLID ONLY.

G. FUN FOR ALL
CR20-FF…….$56
You can’t go wrong with our fun-lovin’, 
35” long, slightly rounded pant with its 
tiny waist elastic and two outside hip 
pockets.  SOLID OR DOTS.

E. TMF (Too Much Fun top)
CR20-TMF…...$62
Fun! Fun! Fun!  It’s an arty-styled, 
pullover with a BIG a-lined shape body 
and one patch pocket on the left front.
DOTS ONLY.  Pocket is reverse color dot.

E.



We LOVE our year ‘round Travelknit Collections and we know everyone else does too but 
often in the late fall, early winter, we start wishing for a slightly heavier fabric…still wearable 
year ‘round, but a little less sheer. The answer is this wonderful fabric we’ve had knit in 
Montreal…46% Bamboo 46% Organic Cotton 8% Lycra.  The Stripe is a bleed color resulting 
from the dyeing of a cotton stripe and a bamboo stripe each taking the solid color in a 
different hue.  We love it…I’m wearing it right now in Black Stripe with a greyish/ blue bleed.  
And other colors to come.  Available for delivery August 1st.  Machine wash cool, dry in a 
gentle cycle. xs,s,m,l,xl

A.

A. TUX TURTLE 
BTK20-TX…….$59
This loose turtleneck top is loved by all.  
It’s a simple easy fit with a gently arched 
center front to give it some pizzazz…
a perfect basic!

F.H. Clothing Co.  800.657.8158

- Made in the U.S.A...on purpose -  
2020 Bamboo Travelknit  

C.

C. DIAGONALLY YOURS CARDY
BTK20-DY…….$72
Yes, it IS off-sides with a longer left side and a 
diagonal front that’s closed with 8 tiny buttons.  
The vee-neck is flattering and the body shape is 
good for just about anybody.

D. ASYMETRICAL BATEAU
BTK20-AB…….$57
Our best selling “go-to” top is back again 
by popular request.  If you don’t have one 
in your closet, this might be the time to pick 
one up.

B. ON-THE-
TOWN-TUNIC
BTK20-OT…….$66
A new wonderfully rhythmic top; long, arty, uneven 
sides and back, one side more flowy than the other 
and one small pocket to hold it all together.  (looks 
great with the Simply Elegant Skirt)

B.

D.

SWATCH



E.

E. UNIQUE TUNIQUE
BTK20-UT…….$61
A comfy long tunic (30” center 
back) or a great short dress, either 
way this is a fun piece to own.  It has 
a boat neck, slightly A-Line shaped 
body, push up sleeves, a vertical 2” 
bottom band and one pocket…
fun AND cute.

F.H. Clothing Co.  800.657.8158

- Made in the U.S.A...on purpose -  
2020 Bamboo Travelknit  

H. SIMPLY ELEGANT SKIRT
BTK20-SE…….$55
Nothing beats the look of a boot 
cut (33” long), yoga waist, loose-
fitting, straight skirt worn with a 
great looking pair of boots EXCEPT 
if you add a soft fold off to the front 
left to really dress it up.

J. PENCIL PANT
BTK20-PP…….$49
If leggings aren’t to your liking and 
wide legs aren’t what you’re looking 
for, we’ve made the Pencil Pant just 
for you.  It’s a straight and narrow 
pant with a 15” ankle opening and 
a 41” outseam. 

I. CROSSHATCH PANT
BTK20-CH…….$62
We’ve taken our best-selling Comfy 
Crop,added a few inches to the length 
(38” outseam) and given it a brand-new 
look.  The lower pant leg is wider, 
angled and finished off with three 
crossed hatches.  It completely 
changes the look of the pant but we 
definitely didn’t compromise the comfort.  

p.2

F.

F. SPANTALOON
BTK20-SN…….$56
Our “almost famous” all-in-
one piece that sells to every 
size and shape.  The skirt and 
leggings are attached into one 
wonderful wear everywhere 
piece making just about 
everything else in your closet 
obsolete.

G.

H. I. J.

G. SASSY SPANTALOON
BTK20-SSN…….$58
And if your Spantaloon 
needs a newer look, try this 
swirly skirted version.  It’s 
definitely my favorite...makes 
me feel like dancing!
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- Made in the U.S.A...on purpose -  
2020 fall Big Dots

A fun, novelty line makes us smile especially when we’re designing it on a cold, snowy day in 
Vermont.  The fabric we found for our August 15th start date is lightweight with 1¼” charcoal 
grey dots placed 1” apart on a black background.  It doesn’t wrinkle, can be worn year round and 
always looks wonderful.  Machine wash cold, gentle cycle, tumble dry low, low iron. 70% Poly/29% 
Rayon/1% Spandex. s,m,l,xl.  This collection goes back to our Travelknit Basics in Black…mix and 
match with the black bottoms we show there.

B.

C.

A.

A. ARTY CARDY
BD20-AC…….$65
With it’s great fit, lapels, two fun 
pockets and easy styling, this Arty 
Cardy is a “go to” piece any day or 
any night.

B. TRAVELING TUNIC
BD20-TT…….$57
Nothing beats a flattering shirt-tailed 
tunic with a soft simple neckline….
well, nothing but a flattering shirt-tailed 
tunic with big, in-seam side pockets!

C. TUCKERED TOP
BD20-TU…….$65
It’s hard NOT to fall in love with this 
whimsical, fashionable, stylish top.  
It buttons up the front with small black 
buttons and has cool-looking tucks 
for an added attraction. 

D. OFF KILTER TEE
BD20-OK…….$60
I wear this top all the time. It has a bateau 
neck line, off kilter curved front hemline 
with an off sides pocket and a back that’s 
half black, half dot.  This one is a keeper.

D.

SWATCH:

Charcoal dots on Black
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F. SASSY SPANTALOON
BD20-SSN…….$58
Talk about flounce…this big dotted, 
sassy alternative to our regular, 
straighter Spantaloon is just plain 
fun!  

p.2

E. THE PLEATED DRESS
BD20-PD…….$68
Short-ish but just the right length 
over leggings. With it’s shirt collar 
and pleated flounce at the bottom 
it’s the perfect choice when you’re 
looking for an easy outfit for day 
or night.

E.

F.



- Made in the U.S.A...on purpose -  
2020 Travelknit Basics
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B. SPANTALOON
TKB-SN…….$56
An “all-in-one” skirt/legging that seriously 
looks great on everyone.  If it’s not jeans 
we’re wearing, it’s SPANTALOONS!! 

C. PENCIL PANT
TKB-PP…….$49
If leggings aren’t to your liking and the 
Spantaloon won’t do, try our Pencil Pant. 
It’s staight and narrow with a 15” ankle opening 
and a 41” outseam. 

A. SASSY SPANTALOON
TKB-SSN…….$58
And now we have this...a new flirty 
version of the Spantaloon!

D. COMFY PANT
TKB-CP…….$51
It’s everyone’s favorite everyday-super 
cool, ever-so-comfy cropped summer pant 
with a 36”outseam, yoga styled waistband. 

B.A.

D.

We always carry our Travelkinit 92% Rayon, 8% Spandex in some form or another.  This year, 
since we’re doing a similar fabric but in a Bamboo/Cotton combo, we’re just putting these
4 pieces out there for you....our BASICS.  NO matter where you travel or when you get there,
these basics should be traveling along with you.  Machine wash cool, separately, cool dry
cycle or lay flat to dry.  xs, s, m, l, xl.  Available throughout the year in Black.

SWATCH

C.



The CottonDown…it’s amazing what happens with this collection every year.  Orders for it 
grow, new customers fall in love with it, everyone always wants more colors and we keep 
designing new, wonderful tops to keep you coming back. The luxurious, flat-back, brushed 
rib fabric is knit exclusively for us in North Carolina.  Deliveries begin in April in BlueGrass, 
Cherry, Citron, Cobalt, Cyan, Dark Teal, Inky Blue, Frosty Grape, Spitfire, Cream and 
Black.   Machine wash cold, lay flat to dry.  S, M, L, XL

A. SOPHISTICATED SWIRL
CD20-SW…….$73
I love the collar (a stand up collar, just the way 
I like it) and the two side gussets that give it a 
swirl and a great personality.  The one welt 
pocket just adds a bit of pizzazz to the already 
sophisticated look.

A. B.

B. DAY INTO NIGHT
CD20-DN…….$69
This relatively trim (a-lined) top has a center 
front seam that ends with an open neckline 
that flatters just about every body.  It has 
two angled welt pockets and can be worn 
casually for day or dressed up for night.

C. BEAT THE BAND CARDY
CD20-BB…….$73
It’s been awhile since we’ve designed a 
jewel necked cardigan so we decided to 
do it up right.  This cardy has a slightly 
a-lined body shape, six buttons, a very 
loose 3” banded bottom and two perfect 
pockets.  If that doesn’t “beat the band” 
nothing will.

C. D. 

D. VAGUELY VOGUE VEST
CD20-VV…...$65
We’ve made vests that zip up and vest 
that button down. This year we’ve 
brought back an old favorite that just 
hangs closed in a voguish sort of way.  
It’s stylish and arty and best of all it has 
two wonderfully placed pockets.  A fun 
vest to wear and looks great over 
everything in your closet. 

Blue 
Grass

Cherry

Citron

Cobalt

Cyan

Dark 
Teal

Inky 
Blue

Frosty
Grape

Spitfire

Cream

Black

- Made in the U.S.A...on purpose -  
2020
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Cotton Down  



K. BOXY TURTLE 2” 
LONGER
CD20-BX2.......$44
Same as the regular 
Boxy Turtle but 2” 
longer.  (TWO SIZES 
ONLY: size one (s/m) 
and size two (m/l).

J. BOXY TURTLE
CD20-BX.......$43
Our favorite top of all time 
is a loose, boxy, loose coweled 
turtle neck.  
TWO SIZES ONLY: size one 
(s/m) and size two (m/l).

I.  FAT HAT
CD20-FH......$8
A loose, roll-up hat, 
shapeable, drapeable hat 
for WHATEVER shape 
your head’s in.

G.  MAD HATTER
CD20-MH.......$16
Soft, floppy and a 
fun combination of 
Paddington Bear 
and the Cat in the 
Hat. 

G.

H.

H.  ZIPPY JACKET
CD20-ZJ.......$53
A regular in the Cotton 
Down line-up each year!  
It fits just about everyone 
and looks good to boot!  
Square cut, dropped 
shoulders and a front 
zip closure....
ONE SIZE ONLY!!!
 

J.

I.

K.

F. 

F. SASSY COWL
CD20-SC…….$73
IT’S THE ONE AND ONLY…SASSY COWL…
worn by many, loved by all.  A lean look in 
an a-line shaped, big-pocketed, high-necked, 
zip up!

p.2
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Cotton Down  

E. BUTTON TEE
CD20-BT…….$63
I love this simple top.  It has a bateau styled 
neck, an a-line shaped body with a soft curved
hemline and 6 small buttons down the center 
front (non functional but fun). 

E.
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- Made in the U.S.A...on purpose -  
2020 Zoot Suits

Our best-selling PONTE collection is as close as we get to a SUITING line.  It’s perfect for the 
office if that’s where you have to be and it’s just right for days, night and travel….wherever 
you’re heading. We do it our way of course…simple, arty, a little unusual and always a great 
fit. 68% rayon, 28% nylon, 4% spandex.  Cool wash/hang to dry or dry clean (I tumble dry 
cool for a few minutes to get the wrinkles out).  Available for delivery starting September 15th 
in Black and Dark Teal.  S, M, L, XL

A.

B.

SWATCH: BLACK

DARK
TEAL

A. DRESS TO A TEE DRESS
ZS20-DT…….$82
Shapely AND comfortable, whimsical AND vogueish…
our short, sassy dress has an open jewel neckline, 
5 buttons, pleated styling on the lower body and a 
terrific attitude.  (32” center back length)

B. SOPHISTICATED SWIRL
ZS20-SO…….$71
Zippers are our thing, black zippers are 
our signature.  This swingy jacket has a 
stylish high collar (with an undercollar), 
side plackets to give it the swirl, a welt 
pocket and of course, a black zipper.  

C. DREAMKEEPER
ZS20-DK…..$65
I’m always looking for a simple pullover that 
looks a little arty but is basically pretty basic.  
This pullover has a narrow banded bateau 
neckline, a wide (slightly oversized) body and 
3 divided pockets on the front and 3 more on 
the back, just in case you have a lot of dreams 
to keep.

C.
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- Made in the U.S.A...on purpose -  
2020 Zoot Suits

D. HOT OFF THE PRESS DRESS
ZS20-HO…….$90
It’s simply a lovely dress with fabulous pockets.  
The dress shape is not too a-line and not too 
straight.  It’s just right! (33” center back length)

p.2

F.E.

E. ESSENTIAL PANT
ZS20-ES…….$68
These are the pants (if arty is your style) that 
should be in everyone’s closet. They have a 
yoga styled waistband and a slightly rounded 
pant leg.  39” outseam

F. PENCIL PANT
ZS20-PP…….$56
If you’re looking for a slim looking 
straight pant, try these: stylish, flattering, 
yoga waist, long lean leg.  These have 15” 
ankle opening  and a 41” outseam

D.
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B.

B.  COWL NECK
CK20-CN.......$48
Wide...with a loose body that miraculously
manages to be flattering on every body
type.  The loose cowl drapes down and
lands wherever it wants to in a soft cloud
around your neck.  We’ve made this before
and it became a big favorite.

A.  POCKET TUNIC
CK20-PT.......$49
Long…just a long, gentle shirt-tailed, 
a-lined sweatshirt with a scooped 
neckline and two perfectly placed pockets.  

A.

I’m always looking for an alternative to my old, ordinary sweatshirts, one that feels cozy, feels 
good and is a little more dressed up than my old college ones.  This is a domestically knit,
100% cotton fabric that we’ve decided to make into two entiredly new, fun-to-wear-tops.
Available for delivery starting January 30th so you can perk up your closet just when it’s
getting you down.  Bachelor’s Button, Lemony Lime, Coral Bell, Stone Wall, Wheat Grass
and White. s,m,l,xl.

Swatches

Bachelor’s Button Coral BellLemony Lime Wheat GrassStone Wall White


